DUTY OF CARE

USB-IF considers the health and safety of all those onsite at the USB-IF CW#125 and USB Annual Members Meeting as a top priority. We are bold in our commitment to showcase this event as the model for events faced with health-related challenges for in-person attendance. Our Duty of Care is a living document that will continue to evolve, incorporating innovative features that will further enhance the onsite experience and safety for everyone in attendance.

Personal Accountability Commitment
By attending the USB-IF CW#125 and USB Annual Members Meeting, you agree to abide by and engage in certain health-and-safety beneficial conduct while attending the event. This includes, but may not be limited to, submitting to daily temperature checks, engaging in appropriate physical distancing where possible and not attending the event if you are ill or have been recently exposed to COVID-19.

On-site Medical
- Only fully vaccinated individuals will be allowed on event floors
- Temperature Checks each day before entering the meeting space within the hotel
- Daily COVID-19 health screening plan
- Each day you will receive a new colored wristband or badge sticker that approves you for access to the event floor

Masks and Gloves
- Everyone must wear a mask at all times except when eating and drinking
- Masks will be provided by USB-IF
- You may also bring your own mask
- Gloves will also be provided upon request by USB-IF

Hand Sanitizer and Cleaning Supplies
- Hand sanitizer stations will be positioned throughout the meeting space
- Personal-sized hand sanitizer will be provided by USB-IF
- Disinfectant wipes readily available for attendee use

In partnership with the Embassy Suites Downtown Portland Hotel, we will be providing:
- Responsible F&B/Seating for meeting spaces
- Appropriate Signage to reinforce spatial distancing and other safety reminders
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